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Abstract 

We are living in the Internet era of things. This has the advantage that things delivered 

collects information decision can be facilitated, and using the result of effective decision-

making. Re-encryption scheme based on the existing attributes, situational awareness, we 

have the restrictions that apply to the Internet environment of things. Therefore, we will 

try to design a re-encrypted access structure of context-based new dynamic attribute-

based. Structure of the proposed new approach, to take advantage of the Bayesian 

network technology to reflect the dynamic situation of the data. Comparing the 

differences of HeDSS system newly proposed and re-encryption scheme based on an 

existing attribute, HeDSS is possible to secure data sharing. 

 

Keywords:  Internet of Things, Attribute-Based Encryption, Context-aware, Bayesian 

Network 

 

1. Introduction 

Things of the Internet to participate as a subject of the communication (IoT, Internet of 

Things) is in full swing. IoT utilizes communication between things, collect information 

during things, processing an infrastructure that enables the process to recognize the 

situation (context) to which the user belongs, the intelligent service to the user to provide 

[1] [14]. 

Status (context) includes a user's personal conditions and environment, example of a 

situation related to the personal status of the user, may become gender, age, example of a 

situation related to the environment, temperature and there is to be a humidity [11]. 

Context awareness, things and humans using various sensors and wired communication 

technologies can be created significant value that can communicate. 

In addition to collecting status information of things based on the context awareness, 

the user's interests and needs, in combination with the personal data, it has evolved in the 

direction of providing optimized information. Context awareness IoT art recognizes the 

user's situation, a technique that can provide services that can improve the ease by using 

the infrastructure IoT. In this context awareness IoT environment, for transmission 

accurate information, to infer the information collected in accordance with the user's 

situation, it is important to generate status information. 

On the other hand, big were collected via a sensor to the spread of IoT - data stored in 

the cloud server, a wired / wireless network to protect data that is shared over a high 

service reliability and safety provided to security technology There is required. 

Information distribution in the cloud should be the minimum amount of information 

securely shared and used as a legitimate objective information, especially because it may 
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contain sensitive personal information such as an individual's biometric data collected by 

a sensor that could violate the privacy of individuals [1] [2]. 

Such securely share information sensitive situations, privacy data can utilize attribute-

based capable of limiting the rights encryption technology (ABE: Attribute-Based 

Encryption) is required [5] [6]. Only users with a valid attribute access structure of the 

way the existing property-based encryption method that encrypts data to be accessed time 

because static means that frequently change affiliations, information about the object, 

such as title, name, used as a property that does according to the access structure it can be 

configured to reflect the (time-dependent) status changing dynamically. In this way time-

varying location where you want to, should the weather, temperature, humidity, the 

attributes of the sensor data, such as biometric data is utilized to approach the structure to 

reflect the context. For example, in the case of emergency patient is unconscious, even 

doctors can be confirmed only low medical records of security evaluation must be able to 

gain access to some of the critical data, such as all of the medical history of the patient. 

In this paper, safely collected, the access structure to reflect the dynamic characteristics 

of the sensitive sensing data should be stored and design, to take advantage of the 

Bayesian network (Bayesian Network) technology in order to reflect the dynamic 

situation of data on, to reconfigure the access policy. Here, access policy (Access Policy) 

means decryption condition of Tree structure represented by access structure considering 

the Context. Also, by collecting the properties of the sensor data to awareness the 

situation, for example, utilizing a decryption algorithm of context-based services 

reasoning model for providing the appropriate decryption services for rights acquisition 

[7] for cloud data sharing service dynamic design a property-based encryption method 

that reflects the access policy. 

 

2. Related Researches 

This section described the secret sharing method required for the access structure 

representation that reflects the access policy. In addition, we describe a Bayesian network 

and context-based service reasoning model using it. 

 

2.1. Secret Sharing 

「 (k, n) threshold secret sharing scheme」 is a typical way of secret sharing. (k, n) 

threshold secret sharing scheme is a structure that is used in many attribute-based 

encryption. Secret sharing scheme is based on the value of what the secret to a tree 

structure, a method of dispersing from the root to the leaf. 

(K, n) threshold secret sharing scheme sets a threshold condition (the number to 

distributed: n and the number needed to restore: k) for each node of the tree. If each node 

has a dispersion value equal to or more than the threshold number, it is possible to 

calculate the value of parent node. If dispersed value to the leaf has a number that satisfies 

the threshold set for the each node of the tree, it can be calculated from the leaf to the 

root. Accordingly, it is possible to restore the secret value of the root. 

In the attribute-based password, first, to express the decryption policy in the form of a 

logic tree. The AND / OR logic tree node of the decoding policy. And, the attributes of 

the decryption policy made the leaves of the logic tree. Encryption processing (ie, secret 

dispersion method) are dispersed in a leaf the value of the secret from the root of the tree, 

distributed value to the leaves (example, attribute value) to include the encryption. When 

decrypted, it contains the value calculated from an attribute with the decryption of the 

private key. Thus, using the distributed value to the leaves in the calculated value and pass 

phrase, go back through the logic tree from the leaf to the root. 

Descriptors’ attribute in the private key, only if satisfied the conditions of the logical 

tree (approach structure that represents the decoding policy), it is possible to go back in 

the tree to the root. And, it is set to the root it is possible to restore the secret value. 
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Further, it is possible to restore the passphrase on the basis of the secret value to the 

plaintext.  

CP-ABE is an attribute-based encryption was proposed early in the study (k, n) 

threshold secret sharing scheme property-based password encryption policy using. This is 

the basis of several other properties based password. 

 

2.2. Bayesian Network 

By utilizing time-dependent varying dynamic sensing data, it is effective to apply a 

Bayesian network to provide services appropriate for situation a person. A complex 

process in order to infer the situation by simplifying the relationship between the 

quantified nodes (module) in the IoT environment, are suitable to determine the user's 

situation. 

 

 

Figure 1. Examples of Bayesian network 

Bayesian networks, as directional acyclic graph (DAG: Directed Acyclic Graph)model, 

it is possible to efficiently express the relationship of a number of probability with less 

effort by the conditional probability table (CPT, Conditional Probability Table) defined 

for each node. In this paper, constitute the encryption policy (Ciphertext Policy) make up 

the Tree to represent the access structure based on Bayesian network in order to configure 

the access policy (Access Policy). 

Each node in the Bayesian network refers to actual sensing environment variables, the 

relationship connecting between nodes, No. called (arc), which is dependent among each 

variable [Figure 1]. After learning network designed and evidence of any circumstances 

(e.g. hurt) is observed, and based on the evidence, using the CPT independence condition 

of each node, using the Bayesian inference algorithm, probability of the state of each node 

is calculated. 

 

2.3. Context-based Service Reasoning Model 

In order to provide a personalized service in IoT environment, context-based service 

inference model that utilize Bayesian network [10] have been proposed. IoT environment 

information 4W1H of the sensing environment (Where, Who, When, What, How) and 

defined by, at the same time as the inference of the user of the situation, and is configured 

to be able to provide to infer the appropriate service to the situation there [Figure 2]. In 

other words, to take advantage of the user of the situation that was reasoning in Bayesian 

network (How), to infer the service depending on the situation. Together to represent 
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these relationships in the form of probability and the following formulas are possible 

representation. 

 

 

Figure 2. The Formula for the Context-Based Service Inference Process and 
the Probability Representation 

 

3. Design of Context-aware Recognition and Attribute-based Access 

Structure 

In this chapter, we subscribe a design of our proposed system that have context 

recognition process step, a structure that is attribute based access control policy. In first 

section, we explain context recognize process. And we will subscribe HeDSS design and 

implement scenario in second section. 

 

3.1. Context Recognition Step 

Context is meant information that can be characterized the status of the object. 

Therefore, the context-aware (context-aware), the user is meant to recognize the process 

by using the context of the necessary services [11]. We are, in order to implement the 

user's context recognition process, to try to take advantage of the algorithm used in the 

context-based service reasoning model. And, we will calculate the probability using the 

algorithm used in the context-based service reasoning model. It can decrypt only when the 

attribute of each node matches the calculated probability. 

Algorithm of context-based service reasoning model, five variables: having (4W1H 

Where, Who, When, What, How) a. Each node is an access structure probability and 

attribute values calculated using five variables to see if it matches. 
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Figure 3. Context Recognition steps in IoT Environment 

As in Figure 3, HeDSS collects the patient's context, changing the collected context to 

the situation variable. Situation variables, using the Bayesian network algorithm, is 

stochastically calculation. If the calculated probability matches the attribute value of the 

node that is matched to the access structure, the node is able to decrypt the cipher-text. 

 

3.2. Scenario of HeDSS 

We have configured the scenario of the following experiment in order to design and 

implementation of the proposed system in this paper. Users of the health-care system (the 

elder) were hurt by stumbling in climbing in IoT environment.  

Patient is no change during a certain period of time. Special there is attention hurt the 

place, fog note that is a section of the high-risk. So, health-care system no change his 

positioning data that is very dangerous. Because his heart rate of the shock is very fast and 

his blood pressure is high. In this time, various sensor collect patient context such as his 

location data, bleeding state data, heart rate, and blood pressure. This is a biometric data 

of patient (the elder). Then smart device send the biometric data with encryption using his 

session key. 

Next, rescue team receive the encrypted biometric data. And fire-fighter send this 

message to hospital with re-encryption by his session key. And rescue team request a 

authority about patient's biometric data. Then hospital or doctor decrypt a received cipher-

text of patient and check his situation through tele-condition. Then doctor decide to 

patient's condition, empowerment to rescue team, transfer to operation data to rescue team. 

Fire-officer receive that and he operate a medical service by doctor's offer. In this time, 

fire-officer able to check patient's diabetes that has been encrypted in the cloud server. 

And he operate to stop bleeding, aid a blood operation that is emergency operation. At the 

time, fire-fighter find an optimal transport-path (distance, professionality) and send the 

patient's context to that. So, doctor and rescue person, patient can access the encrypted 

data such as patient condition data in our proposed system by attribute values. 

If it is possible to attribute-based encryption method is to check the medical history of 

the patient at the time of practice in applied medical environment, it is possible to 

effectively treat. If the doctor is able to grant the decryption right through the re-design of 

the delegation and access structure attributes if you do not have permission to view the 

medical records of patients. However, in patients with unknown consciousness, it cannot 

be imparted to the decryption authority. 

It is possible to effectively treat. If doctor or rescue team check the medical history of 

the patient at the time of practice in attribute based health-care system. If the doctor don't 

have a right about patient's medical history or something, TA give a delegation to the 

doctor for decryption and read a patient individual medical data. And we can give a right 

to doctor by access structure re-design. But if patient have no consciousness, it cannot be 

imparted to the decryption authority. 
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We are to apply the provision method to the medical environment, configure a scenario 

in which the doctor the patient does not even have the decryption right to the unconscious 

of emergency it is possible to view the important data, such as all of the medical history 

of the patient did. That is, the scenario of applying the proposed method capable of 

considering the situation of the patient, the following. 

Hemophilia patients who need high-speed blood transfusion at the time of bleeding 

was taken to the emergency room of the remains unconscious in excessive bleeding. 

An emergency room doctor prior to confirm the patient's medical history, cannot know 

that there are symptoms of hemophilia. Therefore, he attempting to access the patient's 

medical record in order to confirm the patient's history. 

An emergency room doctor don't have a private-key with the attributes that satisfy 

the access structure to the patient's medical records. So he unable to grant decryption 

authority because patient also is unconscious. 

 The doctor requesting access to the patient's medical records and he calculate the 

probability P(D2) with the variable of behavior and environmental information of the 

patient. 

 If probability value P(D2) satisfy expression(N / 10 <= attribute), it is possible to 

know the polynomial status inference node. 

 Through Decrypt(CT, SK) algorithm, we outputs the e(g, g)
 r s  

by calculates the 

DecryptNode(CT, SK, x). 

 Calculate the DecryptNode(CT, SK, R), we derived patient’s medical records  

such as M 

 The doctor confirmed that the patient is a hard hemophilia patient and he start the 

appropriate treatment about optimally. 

 

3.3. Structure and Procedures 

In the scenario of the experiments presented above, the patient is assumed that has 

occurred an accident while climbing, various sensors dynamic status information that is 

installed in the climbing course (position information, elderly residence time) collect. To 

provide the collected context to the hospital the patient's conventional of the elderly had 

been through (TA). Then, the doctor who recognize this is transmitted to the rescue by 

encrypting the processing method in accordance with the dynamic status information of 

the elderly. So, after the rescue workers who received the delegation of authority it has 

been grasped by receiving the information, to implement the treatment suitable for high-

speed structure and elderly patients. And, the rescuer transport the patient to the hospital. 

It is shown in Figure 4 an overall structural view of a system (HeDSS) that operates. 
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Figure 4. Operation Structure of HeDSS  

Looks like a Figure 4, we need three components such as hospital, rescue team, patient 

for collect a context, the help of the instant and the treatment in accordance with the 

patient’s condition. In this time, hospital construct the doctor and TA. TA process an 

authentication and store, access, edit of policy. And fire-office have a rescue team and 

fire-office. They have empowerment and secure communication channels. 

 

Figure 5. Process Steps of HeDSS 

Finally, case of elder patient, we assume that mountain have many various sensor and a 

sensor collect a context of patient real time. And it send to TA that check a condition of 

patient on the mountain. If patient have a problem on the mountain, TA request to rescue 

to fire-officer for medical operations instantly. In this situation, TA encrypt patient 

medical record and send it to rescue team. Then rescue team decrypt a ciphertext with 
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theses’ session key on the mountain. And they read an instant operation order and operate 

to patient. And they move the patient to hospital or shortest medical center instantly. 

Figure 5 show about this procedures. In this figure, patient, doctor, rescue team must 

store on the TA. HeDSS have 6 detail steps. TA can delegate to rescue team with doctor 

because doctor in hospital but patient have accident on mountain. So doctor delegate an 

authority to rescue team or fire-office for instant medical operation to patient. In this time, 

TA permit fire-office or rescue team to delegate. Detail steps follow. 

 Step 1: Sensor around of patient get context that patient have fallen so he have a 

sick. Then sensor collect location data, local specific data, accident data, patient blood 

type, heart rate, and bleeding condition. And sensor send a context to shortest-path 

hospital or rescue team. 

 Step 2: Hospital make encrypted medical operation data and send to rescue team. 

Then they decrypt by his own session key and they move to patient side. And they 

want authority delegation to TA. 

 Step 3: Rescue team arrive accident place then they check patient’s condition and 

location information with encrypt by rescue have session key. In this time, some 

attacker can try to decrypt patient information. But they don’t have patient’s 

information because rescue team make encrypted data. 

Step 4: Rescue team have a delegated authority. So they can decrypt the patient’s 

medical operation data. And they operate and move to hospital the patient. 

 Step 5: This is an only added step in this research by ours. If patient’s dynamic 

context receive on hospital, TA or doctor can make re-encrypt a new operation data 

and send. In this time, only delegated rescue team can decrypt this message and operate 

that. 

Step 6: additionally, if doctor receive more sensed data, they make instant medical 

operation information and encrypt. And they send to rescue team to encrypted message 

instantly. Then rescue team can access instant message because they only have 

delegated permit. 

Our HeDSS can support to dynamic context process. So it can share secure context and 

between hospital and fire-officer can make encrypted dynamic context while move to 

hospital. And they can make an encrypted message and decrypted message in real time. 

And we design smart-router (proxy) for instant process in the emergency car or fire-office. 

So they can fast access in the real time about patient medical information, medical 

operation data, and so on. And it can solve delay time on the hospital against of batch job 

in the hospital or data center. 

 

4. Analysis of HeDSS vs. Existed Approach 

New approach have four advantages compare with existed studies [5] [6] [7] using CP-

ABE algorithm. We subscribe about it on the [Table 1].   

Table 1. Analysis of Existed Approach vs. HeDSS 

 
Existed Approach 

[5] [6] [7] 
HeDSS 

Authority empowerment 
  

Man-in-the-middle attack   

Eavesdrop 
  

Delay-time   

Dynamic context 

processing 
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HeDSS have 4 advantages as follows. 

First, it can protect sensitive medical information by authority empowerment 

skill. Existed CP-ABE based system can empowerment but existed system don’t 

support to protect a sensitive medical information such as privacy and location 

based data. So, patient can fall into the problem of security and thief. But HeDSS 

use an authority empowerment method and it can provide to make more secure 

protocol within patient and hospital. And it can provide to make more secure 

protocol through patient and fire-exit officer. They can decrypt a patient’s sensitive 

information using sensing key and transfer it to hospital. 

Second, we have smart-gateway (proxy) on our proposed system (such as HeDSS) 

to process patient situation information within real-time (at least 3 second). 

Therefore patient and fire-exit officer only have low-power device such as smart-

phone. But they can access a situation information and calculate a location data, and 

patient’s sensed data such as a heart-ratio data, temperature data, and so on. Sense 

and Collected data send to smart-gateway by patient’s smart-phone. And it can 

calculate or decide and it change a context-aware information by smart-gateway. 

Next this context-aware information transfer doctor in hospital using encrypting 

algorithm. But this situation don’t make slowly because HeDSS have smart-gateway. 

Third, all information sent encrypted with session key by between the hospital 

and the patient, between the hospital and fire-officers, between the fire-officers and 

the patient that have each key in the proposed system. Thus, this message can 

decrypt only by each person. So this system have a safe to eavesdropping and man-

in-the-middle attacks by bad persons. But our system have weakness about 

eavesdropped message that is don't read. And it can break by powerful attack. 

However, you will not be able to decrypt the information in the attack to intercept a 

general eavesdropping or man-in-the-middle attack. 

Final, the proposed system does not have the danger due to the centralized 

information processing with the cloud service system. Not only proposed system 

also has the advantage that the smart gateways handle dynamic content in real time.  

 

5. Conclusions 

In this paper, we want to design the access structure to reflect the status information for 

the sensitive data were reconstructed to access policies of the context-based. The new 

proposed approach has the advantage compared to the traditional research methods 

empowerment is possible. And then our approach have less processing delay-time. And it 

is possible dynamic context processing. We want to propose further measures to create a 

system based on Java program, and the processing delay on this to see how much faster 

compared than in previous studies. 

Our proposed model is available for secure data sharing policy that reflects the access 

to data compared to the CP-ABE manner and stored in a variety of cloud data. In the 

future, we will study the Context-aware Security Modeling for Context-based encryption, 

authentication, and access control policies. And to implement the CP-ABE system with 

secure access policies of the data collected for the health-care.  
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